Ticket & receipt
Passenger name

Ticket number: 176 2413526871

Scan the bar code or use the ticket number above at
the self check-in points in the airport.

Issued by / Date

MOHAMMED/
SHAZAMS

AGT 79490633 SD
28NOV2019F1KRTE1KHARTOUM / EK OFFICE
SUDAN

Your booking reference: KGP5ZF
Your ticket is stored in our booking system. This receipt is your
record of your ticket and is part of your conditions of carriage.
For more information you can read the notices and conditions of
contract (Opens a new window).

You might need to show this receipt to enter the airport or to prove
your return or onwards travel to immigration. Check with your
departure airport for restrictions on the carriage of liquids, aerosols
and gels in hand baggage and check your visa requirements.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Check in at the airport. Arrive up
to 3 hours before your flight and
follow the signs to our check-in
counters.

If you're checking in bags, go to
our check-in counters at least 90
minutes before your flight.

Once you have checked in, go
through security. You should do
this at least 60 minutes before
your flight.

Your travel information

Arrive at the boarding gate 45
minutes before departure. The
gates close 20 minutes before
the flight leaves.

All times shown are local for each city

Departing » From Khartoum, Sudan
Leg 1 of 2 | Khartoum (KRT) to Dubai (DXB) | Operated by Emirates (equipment owner - Emirates)
Flight

EK 734
Economy

Check-in Opens

Departure

13Dec2019

KHARTOUM

15:15

18:45

Departing KRT, Khartoum Civil Airport

Status

Arrival

14Dec2019

DUBAI

00:40

Arriving DXB, Dubai International Airport
Terminal 3

13Dec2019

Flex
Seat

Confirmed

Coupon validity: not before 13Dec2019 / not after 13Dec2019

Baggage 2Piece

Your travel information

All times shown are local for each city

Departing » From Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Leg 2 of 2 | Dubai (DXB) to Khartoum (KRT) | Operated by Emirates (equipment owner - Emirates)
Flight

EK 733
Economy

Check-in Opens

Departure

18Dec2019

DUBAI

11:50

14:50

Departing DXB, Dubai International Airport
Terminal 3

Status

Arrival

18Dec2019

KHARTOUM

17:10

Arriving KRT, Khartoum Civil Airport

18Dec2019

Flex
Seat

Confirmed

Coupon validity: not before 18Dec2019 / not after 18Dec2019

© Emirates. All rights reserved

Baggage 2Piece
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Ticket number: 176 2413526871

Scan the bar code or use the ticket number above at
the self check-in points in the airport.

Fare information
Fare

Equivalent fare

Taxes / Fees / Charges (TFC)

Total fare (Incl. TFC)

Form of payment

USD439

-

USD43.90-SD USD6.60-NY
USD2.63-N5 USD20.40-AE
USD9.50-F6 USD1.40-TP USD2.80ZR

USD526.23

CA

Fare calculation
KRT EK DXB Q50.00 194.50KHEESSD2/GSA2 EK KRT194.50KHEESSD2/GSA2 NUC439.00END ROE1.00

Additional information
NON-END/FLEX

Hazardous materials notification
The carriage of certain hazardous materials like aerosols, fireworks and inflammable liquids aboard the aircraft is forbidden. If you do not understand this restriction, further
information may be obtained from your airline.
With immediate effect, personal motorised vehicles such as hoverboards, mini-Segways and smart or self-balancing wheels, are forbidden on our flights as they contain
large lithium batteries. For safety reasons, we can't accept these as part of checked-in baggage or as hand luggage.
In light of advisories from various aviation regulatory bodies and concerns raised by Samsung about its Galaxy Note 7 smartphones, passengers are advised
that these devices are prohibited on all Emirates flights. Passengers are requested not to bring them on board Emirates' flights in person, as well as in carry-on
or checked-in baggage.

Emirates cabin baggage allowances
Economy Class:
One piece of carry-on baggage is permitted with maximum dimensions: 55 x 38 x 20cm (22 x 15 x 8 inches) and maximum weight: 7kg (15lb).
Note: If you’re boarding in India, your carry-on baggage may not exceed 115cm or 45.3 inches (length + width + height). If your itinerary originates from Brazil, you’re
allowed a carry-on weighing 10kg (22lb).
First Class and Business Class:
Two pieces of carry-on baggage permitted: one briefcase plus either one handbag or one garment bag. The briefcase may not exceed 45 x 35 x 20cm (18 x 14 x 8 inches);
the handbag may not exceed 55 x 38 x 20cm (22 x 15 x 8 inches); the garment bag can be no more than 20cm (8 inches) thick when folded. The weight of each piece must
not exceed 7kg (15lb). The total combined weight of both pieces may not be more than 14kg (30lb).
Infants in all cabin classes are permitted one checked-in bag that may not exceed 55 x 38 x 20 cm (22 x 15 x 8 inches) in size and 23kg (50lb) where the piece concept
applies, or 10kg (22lb) where the weight concept applies. In addition, customers travelling with infants (and without a child seat) are permitted to bring one carry-cot or one
fully collapsible stroller into the cabin if there is room. If there is no space for these items in the cabin, they will have to be checked. However, if checked, they will not count
against your baggage allowance.

Emirates checked baggage notification
Checked baggage allowances vary by fare type and class of travel. Check your baggage allowance, however please note that any individual item weighing more than 32kg
cannot be accepted, for health and safety reasons.

Ticket number:176 2413526871

Scan the bar code or use the ticket number above at
the self check-in points in the airport.
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Inflight entertainment
Fall in love with a classic romance or immerse yourself in
the latest edge-of-the-seat blockbuster - let our ice inflight
entertainment take you to places you won't find on a map.
Choose from over 2,500 channels of movies, TV shows and
music from around the world and in multiple languages. Or
challenge other passengers to a range of gripping games.
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